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MB is for Masters in Business

Which is what Kimmy, Russ, Jamie, and Layla are supposed to be studying for at the University of
Connecticut. Jamie at least has serious academic intent. Well, until the first day of preterm when he develops
a not-so-secret crush.

MB is for Marriage Bait

Layla's goal is perfection: perfect marks, perfect six-figure salary, perfect (I.e. rich, gorgeous, sexy) New
York banker husband. . .candidate already identified as Bradley Green. The trouble is, seducing him could
get her expelled.

MB is for Multiple Bed-hopping

Definitely Kimmy's favorite homework--starting with Jamie but moving swiftly on to Russ, until she
discovers the small matter of his girlfriend back home. Hopefully Business Studies includes a minor in
boyfriend embezzlement--a skill Kimmy will need if she's to keep hold of Russ.

MB is for Misbehaving Boyfriend

Russ didn't intend to be unfaithful--to either girlfriend! He never thought he'd find one woman who wanted
him, let alone two. But since he can't even pick a major, how can he choose one true soul mate?
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From reader reviews:

Edwin Dulac:

Reading a publication can be one of a lot of activity that everyone in the world loves. Do you like reading
book consequently. There are a lot of reasons why people love it. First reading a guide will give you a lot of
new information. When you read a reserve you will get new information due to the fact book is one of
several ways to share the information or perhaps their idea. Second, looking at a book will make a person
more imaginative. When you examining a book especially hype book the author will bring you to imagine
the story how the character types do it anything. Third, it is possible to share your knowledge to other
individuals. When you read this Monkey Business, you can tells your family, friends and also soon about
yours e-book. Your knowledge can inspire others, make them reading a reserve.

Ralph Scott:

This Monkey Business is great e-book for you because the content which can be full of information for you
who always deal with world and also have to make decision every minute. This kind of book reveal it info
accurately using great coordinate word or we can point out no rambling sentences within it. So if you are
read it hurriedly you can have whole info in it. Doesn't mean it only gives you straight forward sentences but
challenging core information with wonderful delivering sentences. Having Monkey Business in your hand
like getting the world in your arm, data in it is not ridiculous just one. We can say that no e-book that offer
you world with ten or fifteen tiny right but this book already do that. So , this is certainly good reading book.
Hello Mr. and Mrs. occupied do you still doubt which?

Tanya McGaha:

You are able to spend your free time you just read this book this guide. This Monkey Business is simple to
develop you can read it in the park, in the beach, train as well as soon. If you did not possess much space to
bring the printed book, you can buy often the e-book. It is make you simpler to read it. You can save often
the book in your smart phone. So there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one buys this book.

Karen Huff:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that question when you got college students? We believe that that
query was given by teacher for their students. Many kinds of hobby, Every person has different hobby. And
you also know that little person including reading or as reading become their hobby. You need to know that
reading is very important in addition to book as to be the issue. Book is important thing to include you
knowledge, except your own teacher or lecturer. You see good news or update regarding something by book.
Amount types of books that can you choose to use be your object. One of them is this Monkey Business.
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